Top 3 Reasons You Should Join Us Online

Access to

80+  sessions
50+  customer speakers
3,000+ life sciences professionals

Keynote

- Amy Abernethy, principal deputy commissioner from the FDA, joins as the keynote speaker to discuss speeding drug development through technology innovation.

Highlights From Each of Our Six Tailored Tracks

Clinical Operations
- Results from Unifying Clinical Operations, AstraZeneca
- Real World Audit Results, Seattle Genetics

Clinical Data
- Global Roll-out of CDMS, Eli Lilly
- Enabling Data Managers to Build Studies, Alcon

Quality
- Quality Transformation, Bristol Myers Squibb
- Global Document Management, GlaxoSmithKline

Vault Platform
- Connecting Vaults across the Development Cloud
- Vault Platform Roadmap and Vision

Regulatory
- Regulatory Transformation, Amgen and Sanofi
- Vault Submissions Publishing, Momenta, Viela Bio, and Dermuent
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Vault Platform
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Regulatory
- Regulatory Transformation, Amgen and Sanofi
- Vault Submissions Publishing, Momenta, Viela Bio, and Dermuent

Safety
- Veeva Vault Safety Suite Overview and Vision
- Case Management When Outsourcing, G1 Therapeutics

Ask questions via live chat and interact with product experts.

What EU R&D Summit Attendees Said

Summit brought together real users and was extremely interactive. Plus I picked up some great ideas.

I leave Summit upbeat and excited about opportunities to improve operations going forwards.

Virtual Summit exceeded my expectations. The excellent presentations by industry leaders sparked ideas to take back to my own organization.

Join discussions with peers and industry experts.

Register now
veeva.com/rd-summit